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The Western Heritage Since 1300 features an exceptionally  
clear narrative that integrates social and cultural history  
into a strong political framework and reinforces themes  
that are fundamental to Western civilization. This program 
emphasizes the analysis of primary sources supported by 
Document-Based Questions (DBQs).

•    A correlation for the College Board’s Curriculum  
Framework for AP European History can be found  
online at Savvas.com/AdvancedCorrelations.

•    New! AP Exam-style Test Bank and four additional  
DBQs with seven sources are available for teachers  
within MyLab® History.

•    New! Test Prep Workbook for AP® includes tools to  
ensure student success on the exam, including two  
full AP practice tests. (Available for purchase.)

 A Strong, Integrated Narrative

An outline, learning objectives, and an introduction at the 
beginning of each chapter provide a succinct overview 
of the chapter and a road map for study and review. 
Learning objectives are keyed to the main sections  
and included in the margins throughout the chapter. 
 
Maps show how geography has affected history and 
concisely summarize complex relationships and events. 
Map reading and interpreting skills are supported by 
captions, legends, and scales.

At the end of each part there is an AP® practice test in 
the format of the AP Exam, written by AP teacher Patti 
Harrold, Edmond Public Schools (Edmond, OK). Using 
document excerpts and images, each test provides 
multiple-choice questions, short and long answer 
questions, and a document-based question, that 
cover concepts outlined in the AP European History 
Curriculum Framework. A complete Answer Key is 
available in the Instructor Resource section within  
MyLab History.

Study aids AP Exam practice

http://www.phschool.com/advanced/correlations/?acornRdt=1&acornRef=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Epearsonschool%2Ecom%3A80%2FAdvancedCorrelations


A Closer Look feature examines 
and analyzes one illustration  
per chapter, using leader lines  
to point out important and 
historically significant details. 

The Compare and Connect feature juxtaposes  
two or more documents in which an important 
question is debated, or a comparison between  
a document and an illustration is presented.  
These features are intended to encourage  
debate of different points of view in class,  
to enhance reading skills, and to analyze  
documentary and visual evidence.

The West & The World feature  
found at the end of each part,  
focuses on subjects that compare  
Western institutions with those  
in other parts of the world, or  
discuss how developments  
in the West have influenced  
other cultures.

MyLab History 
A fully integrated learning program, MyLab History for The Western Heritage helps students  
better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams—resulting in more dynamic experiences in the  
classroom and improved performance in the course.

Pearson eText with Audio—Contained within MyLab  
History, the Pearson eText gives students access to the  
text whenever and wherever they can access the Internet—
through computers, tablets and smartphones. Students  
may also listen to their text with the Audio eText.

My History Library Source Collection—This collection  
contains more than 100 of the most relevant primary  
source documents, complete with headnotes and focus 
questions. Students can also listen to audio versions of  
all the documents.

Explore the Maps and Data—New interactive maps and  
graphs create in-depth opportunities to explore the  
relationship between geography, demographic data,  
and historical data.

History 360 and Artifacts as Evidence Videos—Two new  
types of videos personalize the content of this edition.  
The History 360 video allows students to learn history  
through the exploration of historical sites. Artifacts as  
Evidence videos, created in partnership with the Smithsonian  
Institution, use artifacts as starting points for explaining  
and illuminating European History.

Writing Space—We created the Writing Space to help  
students develop and assess concept mastery and critical 
thinking through writing. It’s a single place to create, track,  
and grade writing assignments, provide writing resources,  
and exchange meaningful, personalized feedback with  
students quickly and easily. 

Visual sources
Analyzation and interpretation skills support students as they gain a fuller understanding  
of the Western heritage.
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MyLab® History

Join the Conversation 
@SavvasLearning

Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching
 Blog.Savvas.com
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NEW! eText, optimized for 
mobile, seamlessly integrates 
videos and other rich media  
with the text and gives 
students access to their 
textbook anytime, anywhere.

MyLab® History with Pearson eText is a dynamic  
website that provides a wealth of resources  
geared to meet the diverse teaching and  
learning needs of today’s AP teachers and  
students. The many accessible tools  
found in MyLab History  will encourage  
students to read their text and help  
improve their learning and success  
in the course and on the AP Exam.  
MyLab History delivers proven results  
in helping individual students succeed.

TRY IT TODAY! 
Teachers, register for preview access today at Savvas.com/access_request. 

Select Social Studies Initial Access and complete the form under Option 2.  
Teacher preview code will be delivered via email.

The Western Heritage Since 1300 12th, AP® Edition ©2020 ISBN

Student Edition including MyLab History with Pearson eText (up to 6 years) 9780135258514

Student Edition including MyLab History with Pearson eText (up to 6 years)  
PLUS Test Prep Workbook for AP® European History

9780135221679

Test Prep Workbook for AP® European History 9780135217597

Reading and Note Taking Study Guide 9780135260449

Instructor Resources: Including Instructor’s Manual; Test Bank; PowerPoint® Online within MyLab

AP Exam Style Test Banks Online within MyLab

AP Exam Style DBQ Online within MyLab

Test Banks Online within MyLab

100% Digital Solutions
MyLab History with Pearson eText (1-year access) 9780135260432

MyLab History with Pearson eText (6-year access) 9780135221686


